‘Impact Statements’

Please use as much detail as possible.

Facilities:

- ICP funds were used to support service contracts to maintain existing research equipment. Over the past x# of years, x# leading researchers (list names) have been attracted to the Faculty which would not have been possible without adequately maintained research equipment. Additionally, the Faculty of X is now able to provide better and more accurate data for grant applications as a result of the upgrade of the name of the research equipment, which has enabled more efficient and timely processing of analytical samples. This upgrade was supported by ICP funds.

- For any renovations of labs:
  - List the name of the researcher(s), their department, what they specialize in, their research area and a brief history of their research (provide statistics)
  - What the lab was designed to accomplish and meet any specific requirements for the research?
  - Where it is located?
  - Mention any other funding that the researcher(s) applied for to help equip the lab; list any new equipments from this new funding if any
  - Use the full name of lab (ex. The Computer Aided Design (CAD) lab)
  - How has the ICP funding help improve the lab for researchers and students?

- For any renovations to buildings:
  - Brief history of the building, number of research labs, number of square feet of research space
  - The infrastructure work that was covered and if the University provided other sources of funds towards the upgrade
  - How has these renovations helped with the researchers and students, etc?

Research Resources:

- ICP funding was used to support/upgrade building cabling infrastructure in the X building. This upgrade provides all researchers in the Faculty of X with greater connectivity in order to complete their research experiments. The result of not having these upgrades done would be extremely negative as the University would not be able to support the research that it currently does. The long term effects of this would the loss of many highly qualified researchers at the University.
  - Provide some history of projects with goals, stats and how it will help researchers and students

Management & Administration:

- ICP funding was used to provide support (Research Administrative Assistant, administrative, etc) to enhance the management of financial services and preparation of financial reports required by various grantees. The support is critical to the Department X to sustain research productivity and maximize the success of faculty members.
  - Details regarding the needed support and how it will benefit the Faculty

Regulatory Requirements & Accreditation:

- ICP funding was used to perform animal facility upgrades at the National Centre for Livestock and the Environment (NCLE). The NCLE supports scientists from several faculties who engage in coordinated, collaborative, integrated research for improving the economic and environmental sustainability of livestock production systems. These animal facility upgrades were performed to ensure that the University meets or exceeds standards set by the CCAC.
  - List any successful implementation